With the emergence of low-cost high-throughput sequencing technologies, numerous studies have shown that a single genome is not enough to identify all the genes present in a species. Recently, the pangenome concept has become widely used to investigate genome composition of a collection of individuals. The pangenome consists in the core genome, which encompasses all the sequences shared by all the individuals, and the dispensable genome, composed of sequences present in only some individuals. Pangenomic analyses open new ways to investigate and compare multiple genomes of closely related individuals at once, and more broadly new opportunities for optimizing breeding and studying evolution. This emerging concept combined with the power of the third-generation sequencing technologies gives unprecedented opportunities to uncover new genes, to fully explore genetic diversity and to advance knowledge about the evolutionary forces that shape genome organization and dynamics.
Introduction
Revolutionary advances in high-throughput sequencing technology during the last two decades have offered new ways to study genome diversity and evolution. Limited initially to a few reference genomes, current capabilities allow sequencing and analysis of multiple genomes of closely related species. Indeed, for years genomic studies typically used a reference-centric approach, which relied mainly on the expensive and low-throughput Sanger sequencing, limiting large-scale population studies to a few loci, or to markers such as simple sequence repeats (SSRs) (1, 2) . Since the advent of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), a transition has occurred from a single-genome/species to multiplegenomes/species analysis. The data deluge produced by these NGS data revealed that individuals from the same species do not systematically share the same genetic content (3) .
Genetic Diversity and Structural Variations.
Many genetic diversity studies have focused on single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as the main source of genetic variation (4) (5) (6) (7) .
However, larger structural variations (SVs), including copy number variation (CNV) and presence/absence variation (PAV), have been shown to play a major role on genetic variability, and are thought to contribute to phenotypic variations (3, 8, 9) . Moreover, even if there are variations within genes, such as SNPs or small insertions or deletions (InDels), several studies showed that all the genes from a given species are not obtained using a single genome (10) (11) (12) . In plants, evidence first from maize (13, 14) showed that only half of the genomic structure is conserved between two individuals. Similarly, a study of 18 wheat cultivars revealed the absence of 12,150 genes from the reference genome (15) . Previous studies performed on rice showed that genes absent from the Asian rice Oryza sativa japonica subspecies are present in other rice varieties (16) and confer tolerance to submergence (Submergence 1, Sub1) (17) , deep water (SNORKEL1, SNORKEL2) (18) or low-phosphorus soils (Phosphorus-Starvation Tolerance, Pstol1) (19) . In the same species, Yao et al. (20) highlighted that 41.6 % of trait-associated SNPs (from GBS markers) were not present in the reference genome sequence. In the wild Brachypodium distachyon, the flowering time divergence is directly linked to SV and pangenomic variations (21) .
Origin of the Pangenome Concept. Studies on bacteria benefited earlier by the NGS potential due to their small genome size and large populations, and gave rise to the Pangenome concept, first introduced by Tettelin et al in 2005 (22, 23) , to refer to the full genomic content of a species. The pangenome was first defined to consist of the core genome shared among all individuals and the dispensable genome, shared only between some individuals. In plants as in bacteria, the dispensable genome turns out not to be so "dispensable" (24) , and encompasses a large portion of structural variants that affect a large number of genes. The dispensable genome may contribute to phenotypic trait diversity (9) such as biotic resistance, organ size or flowering time (21) and may play a role in adaptation to various environments. The pangenome view of the genome opens new ways to investigate diversity, adaptation and evolution with strong impacts on the species concept itself.
What is a Pangenome ?
Since the pangenome concept was first proposed (22, 23) , definitions and objectives fluctuated between various interpretations including (i) the total number of non-redundant genes that are present in a given dataset (25) , (ii) the full gene repertoire of a species (26) , (iii) the result of genomic comparison of different organisms of the same species or genus (27, 28) , (iv) the similarity-based representation of the total set of genes, which are present in a group of closely related species or strains of a single species (29) or (v) the sum of the genes of all living organisms, viruses, and different mobile genetic elements (30) . Different Ways to Define a Pangenome. These multiple definitions highlight the flexibility of the pangenome concept and the levels of granularity possible in relation to taxonomy (genus, species, subspecies) or composition of the core genome (e.g. single copy genes versus CNV, gene and nongenic). Here, we propose to define the pangenome in two different ways: a function-based and a structure-based. Whatever definition is used, the considered group can be a species, a subspecies, a genera or even a family. Thus, the limits of a specific pangenome will change if the referential group changes.
Function-Based Definition. The function-based definition states that the pangenome is the sum of all genes within a given set of individuals; it can be extended at the gene family level, as in (31) . This is similar to the definition used in bacteria, and relies on the identification of gene clusters (genes with close phylogenetic relationships, that may be scattered all along the genome). Highly similar sequences (e.g. recent paralogs) may be considered as the same sequence. Once all gene clusters per individual are identified, the presence/absence for each gene is scored, wherever the location. In this context, if at least one member of a gene family is present in each individual (whatever is the sequence itself), the function belongs to the core genome. Such a definition is gene-centric and does not take into account transposable elements or non-canonical genes (e.g. tRNA, miRNA). Most of the current pangenome analyses use this definition.
Structure-Based Definition. The structure-based definition states that the pangenome is defined as the complete set of non-redundant sequences approximately 100 base pairs (bp) in length or more (except for few SNP and InDels, see below) within a given group of individuals. The advantage of this definition is that it allows both genes and non-genic sequences to be taken into account. However, this definition may be difficult to apply when dealing with copies of transposable elements (TE; see below). Sequences of 100 bp can be identified and annotated with few ambiguities (e.g. the size of a small TE, miRNA locus or tRNA gene). The presence or absence of a sequence here is purely position-based. Thus, in the case of a recent duplication followed by an alternative deletion (i.e. individual A conserves A copy and individual B the B copy; see Figure 1 ), none of the copies are in the core genome. In the same way, genomic recombination in a portion of the population can change the location of a given region, and thus will not be included in the core genome. Transposition of a Class I (Copy-and-Paste) or of a Class II TE (Cut-and-Paste) (32) will also change the core genome content. Indeed, more and more studies show that the position of these events (recombination and transposition) will impact the expression of adjacent genes (33) . Thus, the location of a given sequence may modify its impact on the phenotype, in addition to selection and evolution.
The Different Compartments of the Pangenome.
The Core Genome. The core genome is the common set of sequences shared by all individuals of the group, and is generally described as the minimal genome sequence required for a cell to live. Indeed, the core genome has been shown to include the main essential gene functions: (i) Maintenance of the basic functions of the organism which include DNA replication, translation and maintenance of cellular homeostasis (22) , and (ii) Essential cellular processes (e.g. glycolysis) (21) . However, some authors (e.g. (34) ) proposed that the core genome consists of two sub-compartments, one essential and the other 'persistent'. The persistent core genome subcompartment includes genes or sequences that were perhaps necessary at one time in the life history of an organism, but have lost their necessity and have not yet been removed by the genetic drift.
The Dispensable Genome. An unexpectedly large number of sequences, including a surprising number of genes, belong to the dispensable genome (11) . Thus, PAVs were identified within 38% of genes in the Brassica napus pangenome (35) . Similarly, Zhao et al. identified 10,872 novel genes (absent from the reference genome) using 66 rice accessions (36). Among those, several genes detected in previous studies as absent in the reference genome were reported, such as SUBMERGENCE1A (Sub1A), SNORKEL1 and SNORKEL2 (17, 18), controlling submergence tolerance, and PHOSPHORUS-STARVATION TOLERANCE 1 (Pstol1), implied in the tolerance to phosphorus-deficient soil (19) , respectively. Dispensable genes in bacteria are thought to contribute to diversity and adaptation (22) . In plants, the dispensable genome seems to be enriched in abiotic and biotic stress related genes, including defense and response, and developmental genes such as those that control flowering time (16, 21, (36) (37) (38) (39) . Disease resistance-related genes are some of the most prevalent types in the dispensable genome (40, 41) . In rice, Schatz et al. showed that 5 to 12% of the dispensable genes within 3 divergent genomes contain the NB-ARC domain (nucleotide-binding domain of plant R-genes), versus only 0.35% within the core genome. In Arabidopsis, the largest part of the dispensable genome assembly (absent from the Columbia reference) belongs to to nucleotide-binding site leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) genes (42) . Other gene families that are also enriched in the dispensable genome include auxin-or flowering-related genes, or genes that encode enzymes involved in secondary metabolism (e.g. glucosinolates) (39) . Finally, more "accessory" functions are linked to the dispensable genome sequences such as telomere maintenance or negative regulation (21) . However, those "accessory" functions can drive major differentiation within a species, as in the wild Brachypodium distachyon with which flowering time is the main population splitter (21) . In this last study, almost 77.6% of the protein coding genes from the core genome has similarities with known InterPro domains, a much higher proportion than that in the dispensable genome Fig. 1 . After a recent duplication, through generation or speciation, one individual will conserve the dark blue paralog while the second individual will conserve the light blue paralog set (35.8%). This observation led some authors to suspect that a portion of the PAV genes in the dispensable genome set may be just annotation artifacts or pseudogenes (43) .
Individual Specific Genome. The individual-specific compartment contains sequences uniquely detected for one individual and therefore potentially responsible for specific features of the individual. Although this compartment may contain sequences with real biological functions (for highly divergent sequences or neogenes) (44), many of them are probably artifacts, misannotations or contaminations. It may also be the result of sampling bias; additional individual data may transfer those sequences to the dispensable genome. Consequently, this compartment might either be merged with the dispensable genome (5), or discarded for subsequent analyses as in Brachypodium analyses (21) .
To Be or not to Be Core. The core genome is generally considered as the set of sequences common to all individuals of the considered group. However, even if in theory this is a valid definition, due to various limitations (e.g. sampling, sequencing and technical issues linked to GC-content), some sequences may not be detected in some individuals even though they are present. Thus, we propose that a sequence belongs to the core genome when 90 to 95% of the individuals harbor it, as published previously (21, 36) . All sequences not included in the core genome are by default placed in the dispensable genome ( Figure 2) . Other authors proposed a less strict definition than core and dispensable genomes, using more sophisticated statistical approaches to define persistent, shell and cloud levels in the pangenome (34) . Some sequences may be unique to a single individual, while some may be shared only by less than 90-95% of the group. While individual-specific sequences are most of the time artifacts or contamination, they could indeed be new genes (see below). From a functional point of view of the pangenome, a gene family will remain in the core if any member of this family is able to perform the function and is present in each individual. As the classification in a given family will depend on the threshold used in its computation, using a functional definition may be complex and may also depend on the clustering method used (e.g. OrthoMCL (45) , MCL(46), Mutual Best Hit (47), GET_HOMOLOGUES-EST (43)). How Many Genomes to Capture the Whole Genome Content of a Given Group ?. For each pangenome analysis, recurrent questions arise: 1) How many genomes should be sequenced to maximize the diversity within a group? 2) Will there always be the same set of sequences shared by all members of a group even when newly sequenced individuals are added? 3) Will new specific sequences still be discovered with additional individual sequencing? In order to validate whether the definitive pangenome size has been reached, Tettelin et al. (22, 48) proposed to represent the evolution of the total number of sequences found after the addition of each individual sequenced. If the number of sequences levels off to a plateau with each newly added genome, the pangenome is closed. Otherwise, the pangenome is still unlimited and defined as open ( Figure  3A (49)). B. C/P ratio illustration.
unique genes identified even after hundreds of genomes were sequenced (48) . Within plants, the pangenome was shown closed for several models such as soybean, Brassica oleracea, maize or Medicago with a small number of samples (39, (50) (51) (52) . Indeed, the size of the pangenome will depend on the genome dynamics of the considered group; thus, in this regard, bacteria have a relatively larger pangenome than plants because of their higher level of gene flow. Such observations are generally performed based on gene sequences only (i.e. standard protein coding genes a fortiori), and not on non-protein genes, neogenes and TEs. In addition, the sample choice is critically important: an underrepresentation of the diversity within a given group may indicate that the pangenome is closed, while if the population of individuals sampled is increased, the pangenome may be found to be open. In this case, the largest possible population of individuals should be targeted for sampling (15) . The Core/Pangenome ratio seems to be related to an organism's capacity of adaptation (53) , with values under 85% showing a huge adaptability( Figure 3B) . In plants, the core genome represents from 40 to 80% of the total pangenome, depending on the organism and group's structure ( Table 1) , indicating a large potential for plants.
Methods for Pangenome Assembly
Whichever pangenome definition is used, the first step is to obtain sequences per individual. Up to now, three main approaches have been used in plants to assemble pangenomes.
Assemble-Then-Map: Complete de novo Assembly Approach. With bacteria, pangenome studies used complete de novo assemblies of small genomes (and their subsequent annotations) (22, 48) . With plants, most studies (16, 21, 36, 50, 54, 55) also used a similar approach ( Figure  4A) . With this method, sequences from each individual are assembled separately, then mapped all-versus-all sequences and also to a reference in order to reduce redundancy and to identify shared and non-shared sequences. This approach is time-consuming, requires costly computing and sometimes leads to errors when short read sequencing (e.g. Illumina) is used for large genomes. Indeed, repeated sequences are difficult to resolve using short reads sequences and such assemblies generally result in fragmentation of contigs, leading to a loss of collinearity of fragments. However, the recent and rapid development of long-read sequencing technologies such as Oxford Nanopore Technologies and Pacific Biosciences will allow better assemblies and longer contigs, which should resolve the main problem with this approach.
Metagenomic-Like Approach. Yao et al. (20) combined low-coverage data of around 1,500 rice genomes to perform a pangenome assembly using a metagenomic-like approach ( Figure 4B) . They assembled the whole sequence data together then re-assigned the different contigs to individuals through mapping of the single individual data on their metagenomic assembly. While this allows working with low coverage data from a large number of samples, such an approach may result in chimerical assembly of artifactual sequences.
Map-Then-Assemble: Reference-Based Approach. The map-then-assemble approach allows to perform individual assemblies after shared sequences are identified ( Figure 4C) . The idea here is to map all the sequences upon a reference sequence, then to re-assemble per individual the unmapped data (12, 42, 56) . An alternative way is to re-assemble through an iterative mode (39) , where samples are mapped successively on a panreference, which is updated each turn by the newly assembled sequences. In such a way, shared repeated and complex regions are resolved immediately. Assemblies per individuals are then grouped and de-duplicated to avoid redundancy. This approach is less time-consuming than the de novo assembly previously described; however it may impair the detection of recent duplicated sequences. Reads from the two copies that are the result of a recent duplication may map on the single target. In addition, this approach is generally performed using short reads and which may lead to short contigs as described in the sections above for the metagenomiclike or de novo assembly approaches.
Creating a Panreference. Whatever approach is selected to identify the core and dispensable sequences, the dispensable genome is generally anchored into a reference sequence in order to create a panreference needed for subsequent analyses. Anchoring to a reference sequence may be performed by gene synteny (21) using the collinearity of nearby core genes to identify the position of the dispensable sequences. This method allows to anchor the data precisely, but only if the dispensable sequence is located close to core genes (annotationbased). Another approach is the use of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between genetic markers (e.g. SNPs) on dispensable sequences and on core markers (20) . It can be faster than gene synteny methods and allows working with non-genic data, but the anchoring is not precise and generally depends on the local LD value. Similarity-based approaches can also be used Fig. 4 . The three approaches for pangenome sequence data assembly: left, assemble-then-map; center, metagenomic-like; right, map-then-assemble. For assemble-thenmap and map-the-assemble methods, reduction of redundancy is performed (deduplication step) to identify the common sequences of different individuals. to identify where the border of dispensable sequences are located within the reference sequence. While this approach can be precise at the single-base scale, in the case of repeated sequences, the similarity can occur with multiple regions and the exact location between all these similar regions may be difficult to distinguished.
Annotation of the Core and Dispensable Genome.
As for any classical single-sequence genome annotation, sequences can be annotated to provide functions. Dispensable and core gene sequences are generally clustered using methods coming from comparative genomics: pair-wise BLASTP or MCL tools (e.g. OrthoMCL (57) , OrthoFinder (58)) and clustering with GET_HOMOLOGUES-EST approaches (43) . The stringency of the clustering level used here will heavily influence the results. Different studies used different thresholds, and these thresholds for clustering will mainly depend on the genetic diversity of the considered group. For instance, a highly recently diverged group will be analyzed using a high threshold (up to 95% of similarity), while an older diverged group will use a more relaxed threshold (80% e.g.). For non-genic elements, such as TEs or miRNAs, the annotation will also be performed as with classical genomic annotation, using state-of-the-art tools (59, 60) . With bacteria, the pangenomic analyses generally rely on gene annotation and gene family clustering. With plants, no specific trend (gene family or structure or synteny) has been clearly adopted by the community, and authors tend to combine several approaches within the same study (21) .
Dynamics of Pangenome Compartments
The ability of the pangenome size to increase or to be stable, as well as switching from core to dispensable and reversely, is strongly connected to the balance between gain and loss events and the ability to adapt to diverse environments (25) . Different factors and forces can impact on the pangenome structure, including gene birth and death, horizontal transfers and TE activity ( Figure 5) . Gene Birth-and-Death Processes. Gene creation and elimination can occur as a result of different processes, including errors during recombination that eliminate genes, TEs that mediate gene duplication, duplication events that result in gene gains, followed by diversification and neofunctionalization (21) . There is evidence that most of the dispensable genes may arise from these gene birth-and-death mechanisms. Unique protein-coding genes may emerged from (i) non-coding DNA (de novo genes), (ii) an older coding sequence by a combination of mechanisms such as duplication followed by rapid divergence, horizontal gene transfer, or ancient gene lost with important sequence variation followed by neofunction, or exapted transposon (domesticated by the host genome to provide a new biological function) (61, 62).
Dispensable genes identified in several studies tend to display common features similar to young genes: short gene, weak Interpro homology, low expression, rapid evolution and turnover (16, 39, 63, 64) . Several studies showed a regulatory role of these genes in response to numerous varying environmental conditions, biotic (65) or abiotic stresses (44) , and potentially also in death gene processes (52) .
Transposable Elements, Umpires and Players. Ubiquitous in all eukaryotic genomes, TEs represent a major part of many plant genomes. TEs are endogenous genomic elements able to duplicate themselves and to insert elsewhere in a host genome. They use different strategies to move, including RNA (retrotransposons, Class I) or DNA intermediates (DNA transposons, Class II) (32) . The Copy-and-Paste amplification strategy used by retrotransposons allows them to accumulate in the genome at a high-copy numbers, with the result that some TE families can represent a predominant part of a genome. For instance, 85% of the maize (Zea mays) genome consists of TEs, mainly LTR Retrotransposons (66) . TE movements are at the origin of numerous genomic variations within species (14, 67) . For instance, in maize, the activity of TEs, especially Helitron-like elements, was able to modify up to 50% of the genome structure in a vast majority of the collinear BACs analyzed (13, 14) . Due to their ability to change location within the host genome (32) , they are the first candidates for dispensable genome creation (14, 16) , as every new insertion will belong to this compartment. Finally, their ability to spread through a population at a high rate allows them to invade even the core genome of species, such as the P element in different Drosophila species (68) . Beyond their own intrinsic activity, the presence of TEs at a given position may alter the pangenomic structure. Golicz et al. observed a higher TE density surrounding variable genes in Brassica oleacerea (39) . In the same way, Gordon et al. (21) showed that non-core genes are more linked to TE activity than core genes. TEs can alter the expression of surrounding genes (69, 70) , but also the global genome structure by serving as anchor for illegitimate recombination (71) .
Horizontal Transfers. It has been shown within bacteria the importance of Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) (72) and its impact on the pangenome (73) . HGT has been shown in eukaryotes (74, 75) , sometimes with a high success and essential functions, and can be selected to become a core gene. Horizontal Transfers (HT) from non-genic elements such as TEs (76, 77) may also impact the dispensable genome and could invade the host genome in a very short period of time (68) , and on a large array of species (78, 79) .
Challenges, Perspectives and the Way Forward
Links and Impacts on Phenotype. Dispensable genes are thought to be responsible for considerable phenotypic variation that could be suitable for breeding improved crop varieties and evolutionary studies of adaptive traits (21) . Structural variations (including CNV and PAV) can significantly have an impact on phenotypic variation in plants. For instance, Lu et al, (80) investigated the contribution of PAVs to phenotypic variance using GWAS on 4 traits in maize and SNPs located in non-reference sequences were found enriched in the significant GWAS hits compared to referencebased SNPs, indicating their possible role in such variation. In the same way, in a study with rice, more than 40% of the agronomical traits were linked to non-reference sequences, thus dispensable (20) . In addition, in wild African rice O. barthii, the PAV of the PROSTATE GROWTH 1 (PROG1) gene directly impacts global plant phenotype: when absent, plants are erect, while when present plants are not erect (7) . The absent state seems to have been selected in the cultivated relative O. glaberrima. Many other examples exist in rice and other crops that show numerous phenotypes of interest are not linked to SNPs but to PAVs.
Adaptation, Selection and Speciation. The pangenome concept offers new perspectives to increase our knowledge about evolutionary mechanisms that allow organisms to adapt quickly to new environments. Indeed, more and more studies show adaptive phenotypic changes in plants for various traits due to CNVs (e.g. flowering time (81, 82) , pest and diseases resistance (83, 84) , herbicide resistance (85), plant height (86) ). The ability to acquire new genes and to generate gene allelic diversity has various potential effects including neutral, adaptive or not on fitness (49, 87) . Pangenome analysis offers new ways to investigate the adaptation processes and to understand their impacts on the core and dispensable genomes. It would be particularly interesting to focus on different periods of divergence within a given group, such as speciation, when effective population size is small, genetic drift effect is important, and events such as the reproductive isolation is occurring. It was shown for some species that speciation will impact drastically the pangenomic structure (12, 39, 64) . This will lead to additional questions and possibilities, such as what is a species in perspective of the pangenome? Is having the same core genome enough to be from the same species, or is it too restrictive or relaxed? Graphical Visualization. Graphical tools have been developed to handle and display bacterial pangenome datasets such as PanX (88), pan-Tetris (89), PanViz (90), seq-seq-pan (91) and PanACEAE (92) . However, fewer have been proposed for plant genomes including Rpan (93) and Brachypan (21) . Generally, publications on the topic have revisited Venn diagram or flower plot like representations (94-97) ( Figure  6A) to illustrate PAV, but this representation has limitations with increased sample size, leading to the possibility of alternate visualization tools, such as Upset (98) . Various approaches are emerging using graph-based structures (99, 100) (genome and variation graphes; Figure 6B ), for example using the de Bruijn Graph Algorithm. The main challenge remains to design scalable solutions for large panels of samples able to support PAV-based functional analyses that allow to zoom into chromosome segments to visualize individual SVs and SNPs for structural-based analyses. However, such comprehensive systems are still in their infancy and are not yet operational. Whatever solutions will be developed as reference tools, it would be recommended to build them upon existing systems with powerful capacity to explore genomes and variants, or at least to enable interoperability between them.
Expected Contribution of recent sequencing approaches.
Conformation capture methods such as Hi-C, mate-pairs libraries or 10x synthetic long-reads are second generation technology based approaches that can be used in the near future to resolve panreference assemblies. Besides, third-generation sequencing technologies such as Pacific Bio-Sciences SMRT or Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) offer single-strand long-reads sequences (up to 2 Mb, the current ONT record so far). These methods, and especially the low-cost Minion from ONT, will change the paradigm of one high-quality reference sequence and many draft sequence samples. Indeed, a golden-standard quality sequence can be performed for less than 1,000 USD for genomes of around 150Mb (101), and 1,300 USD for a rice-sized genome (400Mb; F. Sabot, unpublished data). Thus, the Assemblethen-map approach (see Figure 4 ) may become the standard for future pangenomic approaches. Indeed, the capacity of long-read assemblies to overcome the repeat sequence paradox and to solve the scaffolding difficulties will make this technology the best tool for pangenome analysis. Advantages of a portable solution such as Minion will allow rapid sequence capacities in any lab with any sample of interest to identify PAVs or CNVs of interest.
Conclusions and Future Perspectives. The pangenome concept combined with high-throughput third-generation se-quencing will probably allow access to large gene repertoires of the wild relatives of cultivated plants, particularly interesting for crucial agronomic traits such as drought and salinity tolerance. Genome portals will have to evolve from a reference genome centric view to adopt a pangenome reference view, or to manage multiple reference assemblies with a granular level of display with standardized genome assembly and gene models nomenclature. Using dispensable genome data will allow identifying the genetic basis of phenotypes of interest in dedicated lines.
Summary points
1. Pangenome view of a genome opens new challenging ways to explore genetic diversity, adaptation and evolutionary mechanisms within a group.
2. Pangenome analyses give access to a surprisingly large reservoir of genes/sequences never identified when working on a single reference genome.
3. Increased knowledge of dispensable genes may be of high importance for breeding applications.
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